Evaluation of protein metabolism in clinical practice.
The application of stable isotopes creates further possibilities for our understanding of the metabolism. New concepts especially for non-invasive diagnostic procedures could be developed. An important step in our research program was the performing of a 1-year experiment on a volunteer. On the basis of a 10-pool model we received a lot of informations. Based on this knowledge we developed 2 simplified methods for calculating whole body protein turnover. Knowing the problems with whole body protein calculations we intensified our intentions for determining the protein enrichment in organs and isolated cells (hepatocytes), estimating at the same time the precursor pool in the cells. Of special importance was an extensive study, wherein all those 15N-estimations were performed we are able to do up to now. We calculated whole body protein, but especially we studied the enrichment of the cellular protein fractions in hepatocytes, of plasmaproteins, and of the intracellular precursor pool. This study is the base for further tracer investigations.